
Aqeri launches next generation rugged products in Aqeri mini-series

Aqeri, Swedish producer of ruggedized computer and communication equipment for ex-
treme environments, introduces next generation of in-house developed products in mini 
format. The products are designed for the toughest possible environments and are suitable 
where space is limited.  A typical scenario is deployed vehicles where space and weight is 
critical. They can also be mounted in a 19” rack single or together in pairs, as well as stand 
alone or on a wall.

The products launched are two different Routers, a Video Matrix Switch, a NAS (Network 
Attached Storage) and a VoIP Gateway Router. The width is half 19” and height is 1,5U (NAS  
is 3U). More information and technical details is to be found on Aqeri’s homepage: 
www.aqeri.com. 

Aqeri’s next generation fully rugged mini products will be presented September 15-18 at 
DSEi in London, stand N2-310 in Swedish Pavilion. 

CEO’s comments;
”Modern defense systems tends to harbor more and more combined functions. Hence they 
become more and more complex. With this new series of advanced apparatus, Aqeri once 
again meets customer requirements for small, powerful, high-quality and cost-effective 
products.”

For further information contact:
Manne K A Koerfer, CEO, +46 70 773 48 18 or by mail manne.koerfer@aqeri.com
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About Aqeri
Aqeri is a leading Swedish supplier of computer and communication equipment for use in extreme conditions. Our 
products are adapted to withstand vibrations, polluted environments, electromagnetic radiation and varying climatic 
conditions.  For more than 25 years we have helped to customize solutions in defense, industrial and vehicle applica-
tions.  Aqeri Holdings AB (publ), Corporate Registration No. 556280-6660, has its corporate seat in Stockholm, Swe-
den. Company Shares (ticker: AQER) have been traded since 25 April 2005 on First North which is run by Nasdaq OMX.  
Certified Advisor is Remium, www.remium.com. www.aqeri.com

The five new products i Aqeri mini-series stacked together 
for rack mounting together in pairs.


